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Abstract
China is a rising power all over the world in the 21st century. With the rising
international status of China, more and more overseas countries want to learn
and master Chinese symbols, and the oversea spread of Chinese culture is becoming a current hot topic. Chinese tea is famous all over the world for a long
time with its various kinds and good tastes. But the export of Chinese tea often meets difficulties. Inspecting the international tea market, it is not hard to
find that all countries have their own comparative advantages, especially for
small southeast Asian countries which make a national effort to develop the
tea foreign trade in order to meet the needs of national economy. All these
bring a great challenge to the export of Chinese tea that how to convey our tea
information to overseas customers accurately and how to improve their product experience. To solve these difficulties, China needs to attach great importance to English. The specific solutions include building a third party
translation team, establishing tea culture translation standards and expanding
the business scope of the tea culture.
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1. Introduction
Chinese tea has long been famous on the international stage, and Europe is the
main export market. Chinese tea is connected with Chinese culture of a quiet and
healthy way of life. But due to information blockade, industry standards, export
policies and other factors, Chinese tea has always been difficult to have a big breakthrough in the field of export. Prices have been in a weak position. The cross-border
e-commerce can change the current situation of Chinese tea export [1].
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Under the strategy of our country’s “Internet+”, cross-border e-commerce has
become an important part of our foreign trade and exports. Cross-border ecommerce concentrate business flow, logistics, cash flow and information flow
as a whole, and greatly save the transaction cost in the traditional foreign trade
activities. So the bulk cargo export trade of our country can completely implement by relying on cross-border e-commerce. Chinese governments and enterprises should also notice that e-commerce has some disadvantages such as customer experience is not good comparing to the traditional foreign trade activities, as in the development of cross-border e-commerce, while English can improve this situation.

2. The Commercial Value of Chinese Tea Culture under
Cross-Border E-Commerce
2.1. Cater to the Current Consumption Environment
Overseas customers who buy our Chinese tea mainly include two kinds, one is the
overseas Chinese citizens and ethnic Chinese, and the other is foreign middle-class
people. For the former customers, they are already influenced by Chinese tea culture themselves to some extent, so they will have a natural demand for culture
when they are buying tea. While to the latter customers, they are the backbone of
the foreign local country’s consumption, and their consumption levels determine
their demand diversities, while to know Chinese tea culture is one of their demands. So Chinese tea culture caters to the current consumption environment [2].

2.2. Enhance the Market Recognition of Chinese Tea Culture
Although many products abroad can be included as tea in the context of Chinese
language, there are still significant differences between the functions, appearance
and production conditions of those products. It will be strict requirements for
foreign customers to build market recognition through the functions, appearance and production conditions of tea. Because the ways of recognition are very
professional [3]. However, if Chinese enterprises put tea culture elements into
the tea sales, it will be easier for foreign customers to recognize tea.

2.3. Enrich the Tea Products
As the home of tea, the tea products of China spread all over the world include
various kinds of tea and tea set. It also contains rich spiritual connotation as
China called tea culture. It helps people to be quiet and empty spiritual in the
noisy world. With the rapid development of global economy, and faster pace of
people’s daily life nowadays, people around the world are eager to pursue a
healthier way of life. While tea has natural pollution-free and health care functions, and its unique way of drinking is superior to the popular carbonated
Drinks all over the world.
So facing the fierce competition of the international tea market situation, establishing tea brand will help to keep the stability of consumer groups. Chinese
enterprises should consider the common culture as the idea and material ele124
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ments of building tea brands in order to arouse the consuming desires of foreign
customers when they get interests.

3. English Functions on the Spread of Chinese Tea Culture
3.1. Promote the International Spread of Tea Culture
As described above, the spread of tea culture can meet the demands of foreign
customers. But in face of the non-Chinese consumers, Chinese enterprises need
to nurture them with Chinese tea culture at the beginning. So, to solve the plight
of language communication, English can set up international channels for spreading information between our country and foreign countries. Under the background of cross-border E-commerce, English functions can be realized through
E-commerce platform and sales packages. The E-commerce platform can complete the tea products’ sale by the mode of B2C (Business to Customers) [4].
While as to the sales packages, they can enhance their consumption desires when
informing the foreign customers of using process.

3.2. Promote the Tea Culture to Be Better Received by Consumers
Chinese tea culture is made up of explicit and implicit elements. The explicit
elements includes various kinds of tea and tea sets, while the implicit elements
are about the inner qualities of tea and about a way of life. And China should
exhibit the explicit culture to foreign customers in order to enhance the market
recognition of Chinese tea in the international market. To be specific, Chinese
governments and enterprises can combine the tea growing natural environment
with local famous places of interest on the E-commerce platform and in sales
packages. They can also present our tea culture by the form of vivid Chinese ink
painting, with English description aside, by this way can let them better understand Chinese tea culture.

4. Analysis on the Difficulties of Culture Spread under
Commercial Mode
There are two ways of translating Chinese into English-literal translation and
liberal translation. Literal translation is difficult to describe implicit elements of
Chinese tea culture, such as the natural view of unity of heaven and humans.
Foreign customers who are affected by ancient Greek philosophy can not understand the natural view of unity of heaven and humans. So literal translation will
encounter challenges when expressing the Chinese tea culture information. While
liberal translation is to express the information by translators’ own understandings and experience. But this way can not guarantee that the translators can
master the tea culture accurately.

5. Suggested Solutions
5.1. Build a Third Party Translation Team
Under the background of “Internet+” strategy, E-commerce in our country has
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been growing. In order to match the international market, the application of
English should be simplified and professional. So building a third party translation team is needed. At present, many consulting companies can also undertake
English translating work, but most of the information fragments can not meet the
requirements of the market. So Chinese enterprises need to build a third party
translation team according to the requirements of cross-border E-commerce.

5.2. Set the Translation Standards of Tea Culture
It is a difficult work to set the translation standards of tea culture which also
needs governments’ recognition. So business departments, tea companies and
English translation expert groups should work together in order to complete a
set of English translation standards of tea culture. As described above, most of
English translation can not reach Chinese contexts. So the English translation
standards should be developed first from the implicit cultural elements. In order
to improve the efficiency of the formulation of standards, Chinese enterprises
should divide the formulation process into different modules [5].

6. Conclusion
The popularization and development of tea culture in the world make the vocabulary about tea grow in English system. In the context of economic globalization, our country’s openness is deepening. More and more scholars pay attention
to translation fields. It will hinder the tea culture communication if the translation is not accurate. Nowadays, E-commerce companies pay much attention to
good interactions with consumers, so English is playing a more and more important role.
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